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Abstract: Lakes commonly form in mine pits following the end of mining. A good understanding of
the pit lake water balance over future decades to centuries is essential to understand and manage
environmental risks from the lake. Evaporation is often the major or only outflow from the lake, thus
being an important determinant of equilibrium lake level and environmental risks. A general lack
of in situ measurements of pit lake evaporation has meant that estimates have usually been based
on pan coefficients derived for other contexts or on alternative unvalidated evaporation models.
Our research used data from an evaporation pan and weather station that were floated on a pit lake
in semi-arid central Queensland, Australia. A deterministic aerodynamic evaporation model was
developed from these data to infill missing values, and an adjusted aerodynamic model was used
to reconstruct long-term historical daily evaporation data. With an average bias of 6.5% during the
measurement period, this long-term model was found to be more accurate than alternative simple
models (e.g., using the commonly used pan coefficient of 0.7 gave a bias of 45%). The reconstructed
data were then used to fit and assess a stochastic model for the generation of future evaporation
and rainfall realisations, assuming a stationary climate. Fitting stochastic models at a monthly
time step was found to accurately represent the monthly evaporation statistics. For example, the
cross-correlation between historical rainfall and evaporation was within the 25 and 75 percentiles of
the modelled values in 11 of 12 months and always within the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. However,
the stationary nature of the model presented limitations in capturing interannual anomalies, with
continuous periods of up to 6 years, where the modelled annual rainfall was consistently lower and
modelled annual evaporation consistently higher than the historical values. Fitting stochastic models
at a daily time step had problems capturing a range of statistics of both rainfall and evaporation.
For example, in 6 of the 12 months, the cross-correlation between historical rainfall and evaporation
was outside the modelled 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. This likely arises from the complex patterns in
transitions from wet to dry days in the semi-arid climate of the case study. While the long-term model
and monthly stochastic model are promising, further work is needed to understand the significance
of the observed errors and refine the models.

Keywords: mine; lake; void; evaporation; stochastic; aerodynamic

1. Introduction

Mine pits are large voids formed during open-cut mining. When mining ends, the
mine pit usually accumulates water due to precipitation, groundwater inflow and/or
surface water runoff, forming a pit lake. Many existing pit lakes are considered ecological
and water resources liabilities due to the presence of contaminants at hazardous concentra-
tions and their potential to draw groundwater from aquifers; on the other hand, in some
cases, pit lakes can be integrated into the landscape to create ecological or socio-economic
value [1–3]. Avoiding the risks and, if possible, creating opportunity from pit lakes is a
major consideration in mine planning.
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Pit lake water balance modelling is generally aimed at understanding the risks of
contaminated mine pit water being released to the catchment, risks of long-term draw-down
of the regional groundwater, and in some cases the potential beneficial uses of the lake
water [1–3]. In the common case that the long-term post-mining risks and opportunities
are under question, projections for 100 years or more into the future may be required, both
under assumed stationary climate and under climate change scenarios [4].

The accuracy of open water evaporation data is potentially important in many pit lake
water balance models [5]. Many pit lakes are designed to be terminal sinks for groundwater
and surface water following mine closure to avoid or minimise the escape of contaminated
water [3]. In these cases, evaporation is the only outward flux and the modelled long-term
water balance and risk of contamination depend strongly on the accuracy of evaporation
inputs, as well as on rainfall and model parameters. For example, an underestimate of
open water evaporation of only 1 mm/day could accumulate to tens of meters over the
planning time period, causing risk of contaminated discharges to be underpredicted.

In estimating evaporation for pit lake water balance modelling, the common practice
is to employ an empirical pan coefficient model, which assumes that lake evaporation is
a constant proportion of pan evaporation measured at the nearest weather station [6]. In
some cases, gridded climate products are applied that interpolate adjusted pan evaporation
measurements [7]. However, the relation between lake evaporation and that measured
at nearby evaporation pans can vary strongly between sites and over time for various
reasons [8,9]. For a pit lake, shading of the water surface and sheltering from the wind by
the pit walls and landscape around the pit can significantly reduce lake evaporation; while
funneling of wind through an elongated pit can increase evaporation [5,6]. Very few pit
lakes have in situ evaporation pans and, where these are present, they tend to be temporary
and provide only 1–2 years of measurements. Therefore, there is a need to consider how
commonly available long-term weather data, in combination with any in situ measurements
that may be available, can be used for improved pit lake evaporation modelling.

More generally, lake evaporation is usually simulated using physically-based aerody-
namic, energy or combination equations, of which the Penman combination equation is
perhaps the most common [9]. A previous review and evaluation of alternative approaches
to modelling pit lake evaporation [5] concluded that wind effects and the vapour pressure
gradient at the lake surface are the primary physical controls on evaporation rate. The
same authors found that an aerodynamic model, which has been previously employed by
numerous studies, e.g., [10], accurately quantified evaporation at their case study pit lake.

Elake = (e∗lake − ea) f (U) (1)

where Elake (mm day−1) is the evaporation rate, U (ms−1) is wind speed 1 m above the lake
surface, e*lake (kPa) is the saturation vapour pressure at the lake surface temperature, ea (kPa)
is the vapour pressure of the air 1 m above the lake surface, and f (U) is a wind function
identified empirically for the lake in question. Identifying the wind function requires in situ
measurements of lake evaporation, wind speed, water temperature and humidity, as well
as an equilibrium surface temperature model to estimate e*lake. Where such measurements
are not available, a generalised wind function that uses data from a nearby weather station
and which accounts for the area of the lake may be sufficient [5]. Comparable generalised
aerodynamic equations have been used in other pit lake applications [11]. Using this
type of model provides an opportunity to reconstruct lake evaporation over the period
for which nearby weather station data are available. A primary limitation of this wind
function approach and other aerodynamic and combination equations is lack of explicit
representation of heat storage, which may limit accuracy for deep lakes [12]. While there
are many evaluations of deterministic evaporation models for lakes generally [9–13], there
are very few [5,6] that critically evaluate the accuracy and applicability of models of mine
pit lake evaporation, a gap that is addressed by this paper.

Another research gap addressed by this paper relates to the applicability of stochastic
evaporation models for pit lake applications. Deterministic models of evaporation require
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long records of input data in order to generate evaporation over planning time-frames,
which may be more than 100 years. Furthermore, a purely deterministic model does
not allow the generation of many possible realisations of future evaporation, given one
set of observations. To overcome these limitations, a stochastic climate model may be
used [14–16]. In a stochastic model one or more probability distributions, identified from
the statistics of historical data, are included in the model, from which multiple possible
realisations of climate variables can be randomly drawn. Some stochastic climate models
assume stationary climate, where the historical statistics are assumed to apply over the
model application periods [14]. In other more complex stochastic climate models, the
statistics are specified as functions of large-scale climate variables or indices. In that case,
climate trends and cycles can be specified by outputs of global or regional climate models
(i.e., statistical downscaling of climate model outputs) [15]. Long-term observed data sets
are needed to fit the parameters of the probability distributions and to evaluate the model:
30 years is often quoted as a recommended minimum period of observations [14].

Applications of stochastic rainfall models to catchment modelling, water resources
studies, and flood assessments [16–18] have been extensive. Less well covered by the
literature is the evaluation of stochastic models of open water evaporation, and there have
been no previous critical evaluations of such models in the context of pit lake applications.
This is the second research gap addressed in this paper. The aims of this paper are:

• Assess deterministic models for reconstructing historical daily evaporation data set
for a mine pit lake in semi-arid Australia.

• Develop stochastic models of evaporation and rainfall at daily, monthly and annual time
steps, and assess their accuracy including the rainfall-evaporation interdependence.

• Discuss options for improving the accuracy of open water evaporation data used in
long-term projections of pit lake water balances.

The challenge of generating evaporation data under climate change scenarios is not
covered in these aims—understanding how to approach the problem under an assumed
stationary climate and the nature of the resulting errors is considered to be a necessary and
significant first step.

2. Materials and Methods

The overall approach is to use in situ pit lake evaporation measurements to identify
a deterministic model, with which historical daily evaporation data are reconstructed.
Together with measured rainfall, these data are used to support a single-site daily rainfall-
evaporation stochastic model.

2.1. Case Study Description

The case study mine pit lake is approximately 1.3 km west of the town of Mount Isa,
Queensland, Australia (Figure 1), with the lake bed at approximately 300 m above mean sea
level. The climate is classed under the Köppen–Geiger system as semi-arid hot. A long-term
weather station exists at Mt Isa airport, approximately 3 km north-east of the pit lake. At
this station the mean annual rainfall between 1966 and 2019 was 460 mm, with a maximum
of 1092 mm and minimum of 93 mm. Approximately 77% of the total annual rainfall in that
period occurred in the four-month wet season, December to March. The average number of
wet days (any trace of rain at the weather station rain gauge) ranges from 0.9 in August
to 10 in January, averaging 51 per year. The average annual pan evaporation measured
at the weather station between 1975 and 2020 was 3061 mm/year with daily evaporation
ranging between 5.5 and 11.0 mm/day, with highest evaporation occurring during the wet
season. The mine pit is approximately 850 m long and 360 m wide and its base is 50 m
below ground level giving an approximate storage capacity of 7 GL. From the crest of the
pit to the water level during the evaporation measurement period is 30 m.
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Figure 1. Pit lake and regional weather station locations.

Evaporation measurements were obtained from an evaporation pan that was floated
in the pit lake between 11 November 2017 and 10 June 2018. Out of the 212 days with
evaporation pan data, 2 days were discarded due to high wind and wave action. 60 days
were identified as low reliability due to rainfall influencing the pan water level, which
could not be accurately corrected for. This resulted in a final set of 150 high quality pan
evaporation pan measurement days. A weather buoy was also floated on the pit lake from
11 November 2017 to 1 November 2018. Corrections to the pan evaporation data were
made using established methods [5] to account for deviations in the temperature of the
water in the pan from that at the lake surface.

2.2. Historical Data Reconstruction

Evaporation data for the period 1974 to 2017 were deterministically modelled based
on the in situ measurements. First, following Equation (1), a wind function f(U) is identified
using in situ measurements. The in situ floating weather station data and water temperature
measurements are used to estimate U, e∗lake and ea, and the function f(U) was then optimised
by least squares regression of the daily Elake/(e*lake -e) values against the measured average
daily wind speed. e*lake was calculated using the measured water temperature. The 62 less
reliable measurements of evaporation were not used in the fitting, but the model was then
employed to in-fill these missing data.

For reconstruction of evaporation over the period 1974–2017, since the in situ floating
weather station did not exist prior to 2017, it is necessary to use a modified approach,
which relies on data from the nearby long-term weather station. McJannet et al. [5] tested
six different models for a mine pit, and concluded that an earlier wind function [19] worked
well where in situ data are not used:

Elake = (e∗lake − ea)·(2.36 + 1.67U)A−0.05 (2)

where A (m2) is the lake surface area, introduced to allow for water vapour entrainment
effects. In this reconstruction, e*lake was calculated using a water temperature equilibrium
model [20–22]. The equilibrium temperature is the temperature towards which the water
temperature is driven by the net heat exchange. The equilibrium temperature model allows
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an estimate of the temperature of a water body to be derived using standard meteorological
measurements. Modelled water temperatures are dependent on the equilibrium temper-
ature, Tw (◦C) and a time constant, τ (days). The time constant reflects the time which
would be required to reach equilibrium between air and water temperatures if conditions
remained stable. Using this method, Tw is calculated as:

Tw = Te + (Tw0 − Te) exp(−1/τ) (3)

where Tw0 (◦C) is the water temperature at the previous time step. The full methodology
for deriving Te and τ is given in [5].

This approach, here called the “long-term model”, was adopted using weather data
from the nearby weather station. It was not re-calibrated to the case study observations for
reasons discussed in Section 4. Air temperature, humidity and solar radiation data were
extracted from the SILO database for the airport weather station site. SILO is an on-line
database that provides historical continuous daily climate data over Australia, including at
weather station sites, using spatial interpolation of measurements [23]. After evaluating the
long-term model, the daily pit lake evaporation was synthesised for the period 1974–2017
using long-term weather station and SILO data. Gaps in the long-term wind speed data at
the weather station were infilled as described in Appendix A.

2.3. Stochastic Models

The Stochastic Climate Library is a library of stochastic models for generating climate
data [14] that is commonly used in Australia including for mine pit lake applications [7].
The current study assessed the accuracy of Stochastic Climate Library Version 2.1b in
generating annual, monthly and daily stochastic rainfall and evaporation over the 44-year
period of reconstructed evaporation data. It is assumed that these 44 years, 1974–2017,
represent the climate variability that is relevant for conducting pit lake water balances into
the future, and therefore provide a useful test period for the stochastic model under the
stationary climate assumption.

The method for the annual, monthly and daily models is summarised here from the
Stochastic Climate Library guide [14]. At an annual time step:

Xt = AXt−1 + Bεt (4)

where Xt is a 3 × 1 matrix of standardised climate data (annual averages of rainfall, daily
maximum air temperature and evaporation) for year t, A and B are 3 × 3 coefficient matrices
that preserve the correlations between the three variables, and εt is a random number with
zero mean and unit variance presenting the random variability of the three variables.
A = M1M0

−1 and B = M1M0
−1M1

T, where M0 and M1 are 3 × 3 matrices that describe the
lag zero and lag one cross-correlations between the three modelled variables [14].

The monthly data are generated by a deterministic disaggregation of the stochastically
generated annual data. The historical monthly climate data are standardised year by year
so that the sum of the monthly climate data in any year equals 1.0. This is carried out by
dividing the monthly climate data in each of the 44 years by the corresponding annual
climate data, giving 44 sets of monthly-to-annual ratios for the three climate variables.
The stochastically modelled annual data for year Y are disaggregated by selecting the
monthly-to-annual ratios taken from the historical year Yh that has similar annual climate
variable values to year Y, and monthly values in December of year Yh-1 similar to those
modelled for year Y-1 (which are known because year Y-1 has already been modelled). To
calculate similarity, these two criteria are weighted as explained in the Stochastic Climate
Library guide [14] (page 38).

The daily model is a stochastic model, developed independently from the annual and
monthly models. Unlike the monthly model, it does not rely on disaggregating annual
data but applies a stochastic model to the daily data. First, daily rainfall state is modelled
using a Transition Probability Matrix model. This determines the probability of a rain state
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(four rainfall states are applicable for the case study region: one for zero rainfall and three
for non-zero rainfall) as a function of the state on the previous day. A separate Transition
Probability Matrix is identified for each of the 12 months. A multi-variate autoregressive
model is then identified of the same form used for the annual model. Again, a separate
model is identified for each of the 12 months, and a separate model is identified for rainy
days and for dry days. The Transition Probability Matrix is applied to generate the rain
state time series, then the multi-variate autoregressive model is applied to generate the
rainfall, evaporation and maximum temperature data. The climate variables are then scaled
up or down for each month using a Thomas–Fiering model [14] (page 39–40), to improve
statistical consistency with the historical monthly values (only the non-zero values are
scaled in the case of rainfall).

For both the annual and daily models, the climate data are standardised using a
Box-Cox transform to achieve an approximately normally distributed, zero-mean and unit
variance data set. The model coefficients are identified using least squares theory from the
standardised historical data. For the case study, the rainfall and daily maximum tempera-
ture measured at the weather station near to the pit lake, and the evaporation reconstructed
for the pit, are used for fitting the models. Using the fitted models, 500 replicates of the
three variables were generated over a 44-year period at daily, monthly and annual time
steps. The models are assessed by judging visually whether statistics calculated from the
historical/reconstructed data appear to be sample statistics from the 500 replicates, follow-
ing common approaches to assessment of stochastic climate models (e.g., [16–18]). The
statistics used were: mean, standard deviation, skewness coefficient, lag-1 autocorrelation,
and cross-correlation between rainfall and evaporation. These statistics are included in the
outputs of the Stochastic Climate Library model.

3. Results
3.1. Observed In Situ Weather Data

The daily data from the in situ (floating) weather station are shown in Figure 2.
Average and maximum wind speeds during the measurement period were 2.4 s−1 and
7.4 ms−1. Total rainfall for the study period was 310 mm and the highest rainfall in one
day was 42 mm on 6 March 2018. On average, the surface temperature of the lake was
approximately 0.8 ◦C warmer than that of the pan.

3.2. Identified Wind Function

The values of e*lake and wind speed obtained from the in situ weather station are
shown in Figure 2 along with the optimised wind function (Figure 2F):

f (U) = 2.00 + 1.34U (5)

A total of 92% of the variance of the measured Elake/(e*lake-ea) is explained by the
function, with a root mean square error of 0.44 mm day−1kPa−1. Residual analysis did not
identify any other relations with climate variables or patterns over time except the slight
overestimation Elake/(e*lake-ea) at low wind speeds evident in Figure 2F. This model was
used to infill the missing 62 days of evaporation data.

3.3. Constructing Long-Term Evaporation Data

A total of 96% of the observed lake surface temperature variability during the mea-
surement period was explained by the equilibrium temperature model (Figure 3A). This
was considered an acceptable result and this model was adopted for reconstructing the
long-term daily record for 1974–2017, although with recognised limitations discussed below.
The long-term evaporation model, Equation (2), gave the result in Figure 3B. The R2 value
is 0.87 and the measured evaporation is underestimated on average by 6.5%. Figure 3C
shows that applying the measured pan evaporation from the nearby Mount Isa weather
station (location in Figure 1) gives a much higher error variance, while Figure 3D shows
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that applying a commonly used pan coefficient of 0.7 to that weather station data leads not
only to the high variance but to an average bias (underestimate) of 45%.
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3.4. Stochastic Model Results

The M0 and M1 matrices obtained from running the annual model are in Table 1. Air
temperature is not considered further here but is included in Table 1 for completeness. M0
indicates that rainfall has a strong negative correlation with evaporation. M1 shows that
rainfall has a weak positive lag-1 correlation with itself and evaporation has a moderate
positive lag-1 correlation with itself. The lag-1 cross-correlations reflect the nature of these
other correlations.

The annual model time-series results are in Figure 4 and selected statistics are in
Table 2. Generally, the historical values appear to be samples from the modelled distri-
bution, with the observed statistics close to the median modelled statistics relative to the
modelled variance. There are periods, most notably 1985–1990, where the historical record
shows persistent dry conditions with high evaporation. Despite representing the historical
statistics well (Table 2), the assumed stationarity of the modelled mean leads to limitations
in how well the model can capture more complex patterns of persistence. Opportunity to
address this is discussed below.
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Figure 3. Scatter plots of: (A) surface water temperature modelled using the equilibrium model vs.
measured surface water temperature; (B) evaporation using the long-term model vs. evaporation
measured using the floating evaporation pan; (C) evaporation measured at the Mount Isa weather
station vs. evaporation measured using the floating evaporation pan; (D) applying a pan coefficient
of 0.7 to evaporation measured at the Mount Isa weather station vs. evaporation measured using the
floating evaporation pan.

Table 1. Annual stochastic climate model correlation matrices.

Matrix M0

Variable Rainfall Evaporation Max Temperature

Rainfall 1.000 −0.771 −0.679

Evaporation −0.771 1.000 0.778

Max Temperature −0.679 0.778 1.000

Matrix M1

Variable Rainfall Evaporation Max Temperature

Rainfall 0.079 −0.033 −0.069

Evaporation −0.403 0.311 0.277

Max Temperature −0.228 0.215 0.383

Statistics of the 44 years of output from the monthly stochastic model are shown in
Figure 5. If the measured/reconstructed data appear to be a random realisation from the
modelled distribution then there is no evidence of bias in the stochastic model. This is the
case in Figure 5. This also applies to lag-1 autocorrelations not included in Figure 5. These
results would be trivial if the model fitting method guaranteed zero bias in these statistics;
however, the data are re-transformed following model fitting and then deterministically
disaggregated to monthly values with no subsequent bias removal step, so the result
is of interest and indicates the good performance in the fitting period of the monthly
stochastic model.
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Figure 4. Comparison of reconstructed evaporation and measured rainfall with results of annual
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Table 2. Annual stochastic model results: comparison of statistics of modelled and measured rainfall
and evaporation.

Simulated Percentiles using 500 Replicates

Value Observed
during 1974–2017 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

Rainfall Mean (mm) 467 403 441 465 490 534

Standard deviation
(mm) 212 161 191 209 228 268

Skewness coefficient 0.89 0.07 0.48 0.72 1.01 1.81

Evaporation Mean 3056 2961 3027 3061 3091 3146

Standard deviation 232 179 210 226 245 278

Skewness coefficient −0.141 −0.758 −0.331 −0.086 0.119 0.532

Rainfall-
evaporation Cross-correlation −0.681 −0.807 −0.718 −0.665 −0.611 −0.498
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Figure 5. Comparison of reconstructed evaporation and measured rainfall statistics with results
of monthly stochastic simulations (Month 1 = January): (A) evaporation mean; (B) rainfall mean;
(C) evaporation standard deviation; (D) rainfall standard deviation; (E) evaporation skewness coeffi-
cient; (F) rainfall skewness coefficient; (G) proportion of months that are dry; (H) evaporation–rainfall
correlation coefficient.

Statistics of the 44 years of output from the daily stochastic model are shown in
Figure 6. The statistics in Figure 6 are unconditional on whether the day is dry or wet,
while Figures A1 and A2 show the corresponding conditional results. The main result of
note here (Figure 6E) is that the model tends to overestimate the number of dry days (in all
months except August the measured number of dry days is less than the modelled 25 per-
centile). Correspondingly, in removing bias in the mean rainfall, it tends to overestimate the
volume of rainfall on wet days (Figure A2B). Figure 6F shows that the model consistently
underestimates the strength (i.e., the modelled values are not negative enough) of the daily
rainfall-evaporation correlation during the wet season, October to March. This corresponds
to a tendency of the model to underestimate evaporation on dry days (Figure A1A) and to
overestimate evaporation on wet days (Figure A2A). For example, 0.2 mm/day is the mean
underestimation for dry days in November and 0.8 mm/day is the mean overestimate for
November on wet days. The wet-day modelled rainfall bias is larger in the dry season (for
example 2.0 mm/day overestimation in May) but the small number of wet days (5% in
May) make this of less concern than the wet season bias.
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To help understand the nature of the errors in the daily stochastic model of evapo-
ration, a representative model realisation for January (i.e., 44 modelled January results
corresponding to the 44 modelled years) is plotted in Figure 7 in comparison to the corre-
sponding observed/reconstructed data. Although produced with the daily model, these
data are aggregated to monthly values because this more clearly shows the nature of the
errors. Figure 7 illustrates that the observed/reconstructed data show a stronger negative
correlation between rainfall and evaporation. Furthermore, the daily stochastic model
produces more dry or near-dry months than were observed, with lower evaporation and
with higher variance of evaporation.
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4. Summary and Discussion

This paper appears to be the first to critically evaluate the joint simulation of rainfall
and evaporation using the established and commonly employed Stochastic Climate Library
tools [14], and the first to critically evaluate any stochastic climate model for pit lake
evaporation. The need for such tools is growing rapidly in Australia due to the large
number of mines for which pit closure plans are being developed and for which water
balances need to be developed for 100 years or more into the future.

The deterministic model used for reconstructing historical evaporation is considered to
accurately represent the measured evaporation on the basis of Figure 3B, which represents
the model’s average bias (underestimate) of 6.5%. Although this is small compared to
the 45% bias obtained when using the pan coefficient model (Figure 3D), 6.5% cannot
be assumed to be insignificant for long-term water balances, and may have arisen due
to differences in wind speed between the nearby weather station and pit lake at which
evaporation measurements were made. Possible ways to address this include bias adjusting
the weather station data so that its mean matches the site data, re-fitting a generalised
wind function model [5] using the weather station and measured evaporation data, or
simply bias adjusting the modelled evaporation data. Each of these options would require
the assumption that the bias was due to the model and not the measurements, and that
the adjustment is applicable over the long-term rather than being more specific to the
7-month in situ evaporation measurement period. Therefore, for this paper, the 6.5%
underestimation was accepted. In applying the model to reconstruct the historical record,
additional uncertainty is introduced due to the infilling and extension of the weather station
using a national wind speed data set (method in Appendix A). However, comparison of the
evaporation calculated using two sources of wind data, during periods where both sources
of wind speed data existed, showed less than 1% difference [24].

A limitation of the measured evaporation data is that it was limited to a 7-month
period, 11 November 2017 and 10 June 2018, providing 150 high-quality measurements.
Although this 7-month period captured both the wet and dry seasons and a reasonably
wide range of weather conditions (see Figure 2), a longer, multi-year period would have
captured different and perhaps more extreme weather conditions, potentially affecting
the fitted wind function. There is a need to trade-off the cost of maintaining the floating
evaporation pan with the value of additional data; nevertheless in future experiments
it is recommended that at least 12 months of evaporation measurements are collected
following [5].

The fitted wind function implies an overestimation of lake evaporation at low wind
speeds (Figure 2F). The absence of lower daily average wind speeds (<1 m/s) limits how
well this can be assessed. Hourly analysis was considered, but this resolution is beyond
specifications of the instrumentation (12 h is the minimum period over which evaporation
can reasonably be measured). Furthermore, the overestimation may be due to reduced
reliability of wind data at low speeds. The wind speed sensor used in this study has a
‘startup’ or minimum speed so that wind may not be recorded in a proportion of the 15-s
measurement periods in calm days. This could be investigated further using more sensitive
wind speed sensors such as the three-dimensional wind sonics used for eddy covariance
measurements. Other potential limitations of the wind function model for pit lakes are
addressed in a previous pit lake study [5].

The stochastically modelled annual and monthly data are mainly consistent with the
historical data. The main caveat on this result is the lack of representation of the persistency
of rainfall and evaporation rates between years evident in Figure 4. The annual and monthly
stochastic models assume stationary means and are not designed to represent the effects
of climate cycles such as that associated with the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
In order to identify if ENSO has an influence, the rainfall and evaporation residuals were
plotted against an ENSO index [25]. The p-value for the linear relation between the index
and evaporation was 0.12, and R2 value was 0.005 and for rainfall the p-value was 0.46.
Hence, there is some evidence of a potential linear relation between evaporation residual
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and ENSO; however, if the relation exists, it is weak and it does not explain the magnitude
of the residuals observed in Figure 5. Further research could explore the effect of other
synoptic climate variables and teleconnection controls that are known to influence weather
in this region [26]. Such an extension to the model may also permit the stochastic model
to be used for downscaling climate model outputs, or alternative stochastic downscaling
frameworks could be employed [27,28].

The stochastic daily model cannot yet be recommended for use in pit lake applications.
The daily model overestimates dry day occurrence and wet day rainfall amount, and
underestimates the strength of cross-correlation between rainfall and evaporation. These
problems are apparent even when the daily outputs are aggregated to monthly data.
The mis-representation of dry days may be due to the reliance on the simple Transition
Probability Matrix, which only considers the previous day’s state rather than longer-term
persistency. The problem with daily occurrence may also be related to the use of the Thomas–
Fiering equation and to the assumption of a normal distribution of the monthly variables
that is inherent in the method [29]. The Thomas–Fiering equation is used to adjust bias
in the daily values according to historical monthly statistics. This is done independently
for each of the three climate variables, which may be a cause of the cross-correlation
issues. Resolving this requires further research. The daily model is also generating too
much variance in the evaporation both in months with low rainfall and high rainfall
(Figure 7). This may be associated with the unbounded probability distributions used in
the daily evaporation model. The same model [14] puts minimum and maximum bounds
on temperature to prevent the model from producing physically unrealistic results. It may
be useful to also bound the daily evaporation rate using physically-based models.

The results of the stochastic modelling have implications for long-term pit lake water
balance models and decisions regarding synthesis of climate data. The daily stochastic
data may be unsuitable due to aforementioned constraints. The monthly stochastic data
could be used; however, the rapid rise of lake level due to short duration and high intensity
rainfall events would be under-represented. A compromise could be disaggregating the
monthly rainfall data but maintaining the monthly evaporation data, since pit lake levels
are unlikely to be sensitive to the disaggregation of evaporation. Alternative approaches
would ideally be run through the pit lake water balance model to test sensitivity to the
necessary assumptions.

From the above discussion, options for improving the accuracy of open water evap-
oration data used in long-term pit lake water balances include: (1) this and previous
studies [5,9] have shown that the adoption of the pan coefficient model is unreliable and
should not be used, at least not prior to validation over a wide range of weather conditions,
using in situ measurements; (2) the aerodynamic model, Equation (2), is recommended
although also would benefit from validation and potential adjustment using in situ mea-
surements, in particular where there is doubt about the applicability of the equilibrium
temperature model; (3) stochastic modelling of rainfall and evaporation in environments
with irregular rainfall occurrence and extreme variations in both rainfall and evaporation,
such as the Mt Isa case study, may be challenging using relatively simple stochastic models
such as those in the Stochastic Climate Library; using such models, a monthly time step
may be better, followed if necessary by disaggregation of rainfall to a daily time step;
(4) in Queensland and other regions subject to strong multi-year cycles in rainfall and
evaporation and/or global climate change effects, there is need and opportunity to use
stochastic climate models that incorporate non-stationarity [30]; (5) the work undertaken
here needs to be complemented by understanding the sensitivity of pit lake water balances
to the errors in the evaporation models and other inputs in order to determine priorities for
model improvement and data collection [3].

5. Conclusions

This paper addressed the challenge of generating long-term lake evaporation time
series for modelling mine pit lake water balances. A data set from a floating evaporation
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pan and weather station installed at a pit lake at Mount Isa Australia during 2017–2018
provided a rare in situ set of measurements. The modelling included reconstructing a
44-year time series of historical daily evaporation using a deterministic aerodynamic model,
and synthesising a 44-year time series of future evaporation using the Stochastic Climate
Library [14]. The aerodynamic model underestimated measured evaporation by 6.5%
within the measurement period. This error was low compared to alternative simple lake
evaporation models, although further work is recommended to determine the reason and
significance of the error. Different stochastic models were applied for monthly and daily
time steps. Assessment of the monthly model could not detect any biases in the monthly
statistics including the cross-correlation between evaporation and rainfall. However, the
model could not (and was not designed to) represent the observed multi-year anomalies in
rainfall and evaporation, hence there are applicability questions for cases where multi-year
persistency may be important, for which more sophisticated stochastic modelling tools may
be better. The daily stochastic model results showed bias in various rainfall and evaporation
statistics, which may be related to the difficulty in modelling transitions between wet and
dry days in the semi-arid climate of the case study. Caution is required in using the daily
stochastic model in this and similar climates.
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Appendix A. Infilling of Historical Wind Speed Data

The procedure for infilling historical wind speed data from the BILO database (McVicar
et al. 2008) was: (1) BOM wind speed and Buoy wind speed were compared over the
11 November 2017 to 01 November 2018 to determine a conversion equation and the correc-
tion equation is then applied to the entire BOM wind speed data set; (2) Wind speed values
in the BOM data set <0.5 m/s were ignored, as on these days readings were typically only
made twice a day and are not representative of an average; (3) 20 years of scaled BOM data
were compared to the BILO data to develop an equation to scale BILO data to represent
Buoy wind speed; (4) The gaps in the scaled BOM data were filled with the scaled BILO
data to produce a final wind data set.
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